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	The first two legislative acts which regulate the launch of an institute of higher education, or university in Sofia were the Provisional Rules (SG, 1888) and the Law for Opening a Higher Education Institute (SG 1889). The newly established institution had no clear-cut image - it combined features of a course of studies, a school of education and a university. Public opinion split even about the very necessity of its existence and confidence was lacking whether it would endure. 
	From then on, however, the state lost its monopoly as a single player in the processes of modernisation. The role of partner and collaborator was given to the emerging academic community. 
	“Academic autonomy in Bulgaria was brought into existence in 1894 with the Higher Education Bill, which for the first time gave Universities the opportunity to select and employ their teaching staff according to criteria of their own which reflect their specific value systems. The Bill restricted the powers of the Ministry of Education by stipulating that when employing academic staff or writing implementation regulations for the law, the Ministry must consider the position of the Academic Council (State Gazette 1895). As we know, the way a university recruits  academic staff is one of the factors which determine the degree of its democratic autonomy.  
	The concept 'academic autonomy' was introduced in 1894 when the Council of Academics announced that "our High School can see improvement only if provided a basis comparable to the basis of functioning of the German Universities." Numerous suggestions were placed for amendments to the Higher Education Law, such as allowing the Ministry to appoint teaching staff applicants put forward by the Faculty Councils. This was how the University gained limited autonomy.    
	The scope of this autonomy was broadened in 1904 with the passing of the University Bill and the legacy of Evlogy Gueorgiev, which stipulated that the means generously donated by him must be used to create a University which would not belong to the state and would be governed by a board in which the Minister of Education would be just one of five board members. The managerial powers were entrusted to the Academic and Faculty Councils.​[1]​ 
	The day-to-day management of the University was in the hands of  the Academic and Faculty Councils. The bill which renamed and re-organised the higher school into a university passed the three parliamentary readings without much debate or opposition, which shows that little clarity existed as to what rights it bestowed on the University.  It was not until some time later that realisation dawned of the true meaning of this act... That was how the University achieved complete autonomy, without having to fight for it, and it was autonomy enjoyed by no other state institution. This autonomy proved a godsend not so much for the University itself but for society. As Dr Krustev rightly observed: "The autonomy of the University in this country did not command the sympathy of the general public." There was no love lost towards academic autonomy on the part of the learned community, the state and political elite. 
	In the beginning of 1907, while Royal Prince Ferdinand was officially opening the new building of the State Theatre, he was heckled by students. This event spurred confrontation. Students were arrested, which was taken as an act directed against the autonomy of the University. The University was closed by the Council of Ministers and all the academic staff were made redundant. This event stirred public debate about academic autonomy, in which the citizens of Glojden, a village in the mountainous district of Teteven, addressed the Bulgarian students in Munich. That fact was of particular significance for society, being one of the few examples in our history of consistent, unflinching, and determined insistence on a certain position by a range of social strata. As a consequence of this debate, the role of public opinion loomed large as a formative factor informing social and political change, as well as personal dispositions to social and political life. Also, a palpable rift became obvious in the way academic autonomy was interpreted by the ruling party, on the one hand, and by the opposition, the intelligentsia and the academic community, on the other.  
	In the course of this debate a significant argument came to light, which even today informs our attitude to university autonomy: If we consider the University's main task to be the upbringing of students, shaping them in the spirit of a certain set of values defined by the ruling elite, then complete state control over the University is justified. If, however, we consider the University's main task be to engage in research, to structure the educational basis for the formative processes in the country, then the influence of the state needs to be restricted in favour of strictly professional judgement.  
	A widely accepted definition is that academic autonomy includes 'all the manifestations of activity taken by a collegiate body in their teachings, in discipline observance and  in management ..." (S.S.Bobchev, MP 1904). Therefore, in the case when the management of the University is outside the University itself, the precise sense of the concept 'academic autonomy' is abused. 
	In its struggle for University Autonomy, the Den newspaper writes (1907, issue 1272): "In the statute declaration of the Berlin University it is explicitly stipulated that the University is not simply a state educational institute, but first and foremost - a privileged corporation. The freedom enjoyed by the University is a benchmark for the confidence of the Government." ​[2]​ 
	On the other hand, the examples given by those in power that academic autonomy is entirely non-existent in countries such as France, England and Germany are supported with a justification which sounds completely modern: "In countries with distinctive spiritual culture there always exist a sufficient number of factors that can develop powerful and independent personalities and which, supported by public opinion make up a spiritual power respected by the authorities. The situation is different in countries with insignificant spiritual culture, where the state holds the whole  power and brutally dominates all spheres of life; the state meets no opposition of moral or other nature, because no public opinion exists, which is the only factor that can turn spiritual potential into a fact of life." 
	The year 1946 sees the introduction of a new model of education and research. Academic autonomy is replaced by totalitarian state control. The new authorities spawn a myriad of specialised higher education institutions, science is separated from higher education and academia tend to train in narrow specialisms. 
 	I have selected these two short time intervals to illustrate the fact that under conditions of transition, the changes which accompany political reforms tend to have a restrictive impact on academic autonomy. The same happened in and immediately after November 10th 1989. A strong influx of democratic aspirations was followed by fear and restrictive measures.  
	In 1990 an Academic Autonomy Bill was passed, whose very existence raised high hopes.  In an article of his, however, dedicated to academic autonomy and specifically - to the consequences of the Academic Autonomy Bill, the MP in that period and currently - Rector of the University of National and World Economy wrote: "What is worst is that with all the bills, amendments and regulations, step by step, unremittingly a state policy pernicious for the Universities in the country is being enforced. A policy which in one way or another, with each successive document restricts academic autonomy and expands the power the state has over the Universities. As a result of this policy the very essence of academic autonomy has been liquidated. This has led to the absurd situation that nowadays the universities are more heavily dependent on the state than they used to be under communism.​[3]​
	In fact, at first glance the Bill leaves the impression that it is sufficiently open to the expected democratic changes, of which the changes in academia are seen as an indicator. Texts exist, such as the following (Chapter 1, article 2., para.2): "The rights of the higher education institutions under this law can not be changed or restricted, except in the cases envisaged in the Constitution." At the same time, the whole system of financing the state higher-education institutions hinges on restrictions - through the state subsidies. 
	What is more, against the background of the existing law and the call for removing all restrictions over the next 10 years, this is what has been happening: 
1.	The state specifies the type and number of specialities in the universities. 
2. The state sets the number of student admissions as a whole and by speciality. 
3. The state determines how many students can train not only for the Bachelor degree, but also - for the Masters. The number of Masters is set to no more than 20% of the overall admissions. Nothing to say of the fact that the number of Ph.D. students is subject to regulation as well.  
4. The state controls the essence of the academic curricula through the so-called state requirements, which fix what academic disciplines are to be taught, in how many classes and what qualifications the teaching staff should have. 
5.	"The state delegated to the Rectors the right to quell  independent  free expression in return for acquiescence of financial abuse or misuse of power, thus favouring academic elites often with political inclinations.”​[4]​
6.	"The Universities  are totalitarian structures with their own norms and regulations often detrimental to the rights of students and teachers. The Universities operate in an environment of fear of redundancies, suspensions, blackmail, expulsion from  dormitories etc." ​[5]​
7.	"Student leaders and organisations are streamlined into malfunctioning councils, forced to stray away from the students and to blend into the academic administrations." ​[6]​
8.	Academic careers are regulated with the Research Degrees Law, dating back to 1972. Degrees are awarded by a Centralised Higher Attestation Commission, working under the Council of Ministers and the degrees and titles bear no relation to each specific higher education institution.  The proceedings are lengthy, bureaucratic and centralised. The structure of the awarding authorities is layered and each overarching organ can repeal the decisions of the previous one.    
9. The state has forbidden paid forms of education and thus deprived the universities of obtaining their own finances - one of the major components of self-government, despite the fact that Chapter II, art.3, para 10 of the Academic Autonomy Law says that universities have the right to "raise their own funds ... obtained from state subsidies, proceeds from researches or teaching..."  .
10. At the same time, the state introduced tuition fees for all students (in effect eliminating free education) and in effect, regulates the amount of the fees.  
11. The state regulates both the amount and allocation of the budget subsidy granted to the university, thus proscribing free employment policies or varying pay according to merit. 
12. The state regulates even the structure of Faculty and  Academic councils through requirements for the necessary minimum of professorships (however that number was arrived at), for the type of research degrees in an academic field etc. 
13. The two largest universities in the country (Sofia University and the University of National and World Economy) have muscled the  position that the number of their representatives dominate in the specialised councils of the Higher Attestation Commission and the National Evaluation and Accreditation Agency, which, in effect, allows them to to dictate the way institutions and programmes throughout the country are evaluated and the awards of degrees in the system of higher education.  
  	The list of state restrictions on universities can be continued, for example, with the introduction of age limits for holding higher academic posts. The idea for rejuvenating the management of universities is understandable, however, it seems to generate paradoxical situations, such as the fact that professor Lyuben Berov was eligible for the post of Prime Minister, but not for head of a University Department. 
	"The state proceeds in constant violation of market principles. It acts as an absolute monopolist, completely oblivious of the fact that on the market of educational services it is no longer the monopolist it used to be but one of a number of market players. The other players are the private and non-governmental sector, who also employ higher education graduates. The situation begs the question what logic leads the state to monopolise the right to set standards for an educational product that is of use for all the players on the market? The state can set the number of students each university can admit, which specialities should be taught, what curricula used etc. only for those graduates which will be employed in state-run institutions and for which graduates the state will provide funding, that is, the so-called 'state order'. In this respect it stands to reason that the private and non-governmental sectors should have equal rights to place educational orders to the universities for the type of graduates they need and are prepared to finance. ​[7]​
	 Yet, what steps have been taken after 1989 to strengthen academic autonomy: 
1.	An opportunity was created for breaking the dominant higher education model and offering an alternative to the existing universities, and a few private universities took the plunge. First of all, the New Bulgarian University (1991) was opened, and four more private universities followed suit, one of which was closed by the state in 1997. 
2.	A three-cycle degree structure was introduced (NBU 1992) long before the Bologna process started. The first Bachelors graduated the state Universities as late as in 2001 and the Masters after a Bachelor degree - in 2003. 
3.	The credit system was introduced (NBU, 1991), which allowed greater mobility for the students. Up until the present moment the credit system is gradually gaining ground in Bulgaria. 
4.	The foundations have been laid for Distance Learning (NBU, 1991), which increased the autonomy of the students who hold jobs along with their studies. 
5.	Self-assessment was introduced as a method for quality enhancement in NBU (1994). 
6.	In the system of governance of the NBU the financial authority (The Board of Governors headed by a Chairman) has been separated from the academic authority (Academic Council and Rector). Methods have been developed for self-funding without state subsidies. All the regulatory acts of the university, including the yearly financial report can be accessed freely from the web page of the University. The Departments are independent academic units with their own budgets and governance structure. Up to the present moment, there is no analogue for this type of organisational structure in the country. 
7.	NBU removed any age limits in education and gave the opportunity to people of various ages to select educational paths according to their tastes and interests. 
8.	NBU created unique interdisciplinary programmes, as well as financially independent  and orientated to practice activities. 
9.	NBU encourages a high rate of expansion of the range and enhancing the quality of its services offered to students, staff and administration. 
10.	NBU developed the practice of discussing widely the significant questions about its development at conferences, symposia and seminars, with a great degree of transparency and accessibility. 
11.	NBU created a system for external evaluations (including international ones) of its programmes and activities. 
12.	NBU gave its students the opportunity to take an active part in research projects and to publish the research reports in Bulgarian and international journals. 
13.	In 1996 the National Evaluation and Accreditation Agency was created under the auspices of the Council of Ministers, but directed rather at guaranteeing the status quo of the existing Bulgarian universities and ensuring the monopoly of state education; it has been used as an organ of control, rather than as an institution assisting the active improvement of the quality of higher education.  
14.	The Higher Education Law (December 1995) included an article - number 36, which gave private universities the opportunity to have a structure different from that of the state ones. 
15.	The students, through their Unions, were included in the governing bodies of the Universities (academic and faculty councils, student ombudsman etc.). 
16.	In 1995 the NBU introduced strategic planning for periods of 5 years, part of which became the development plans and the action plans of the departments. 
17.	In 1998 through a TEMPUS project with the involvement of 4 Bulgarian, 4 European Universities, the Ministry of Education and the National Evaluation and Accreditation Agency in NBU an internal system for assessment and quality management was built. In state Universities, such a system became functional in 1999. 
18.	Obligatory written tests were introduced (NBU, 1995) for all the admission, semester, competition and state examinations. 
19.	Tests have been approved as the basis for all admissions. (NBU, 1992). 
20.	As integral part of the quality management and evaluation system, the students assess their teachers at the end of each semester through an anonymous questionnaire comprising 28 questions. The assessment results are included as a main criterion in employing staff and in setting the amount of their salaries. 
21.	The fact that EU accession talks on chapter 18 (Education and Training) were successfully closed showed that the Bulgarian legislation is on a par with the European.  
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